THE IMPACT OF MODERN CODE REVIEWS ON PRODUCT QUALITY
This briefing reports scientific evidence of
14 studies that investigate the impact of
modern code reviews on defect detection
or repair, code quality, detection or fixes
of security issues and software design.

FINDINGS
The impact of code reviews on defect detection
or repair.
A study on three large open source systems1
showed that unreviewed commits have over twice
as much chances of introducing bugs than
reviewed commits [ISQ1]. Similarly, observations
of reviews from the QT open source project show
that both defect-prone and actually defective files
tend to be reviewed less rigorously in terms of
review intensity, participation and time than
non-defective files [ISQ7].
Another study [ISQ9] has investigated how code
review coverage (the proportion of reviewed code
of the total code), review participation (length and
speed of discussions) and reviewer expertise affect
post-release defects in large open source projects2.
The findings suggest that reviewer participation is
a strong indicator for defect detection ability.
While high code review coverage is important, it is
even more important to monitor participation of
reviewers when making release decisions and
select reviewers with the adequate expertise on
the specific code. However, these findings could
not be confirmed in a project of proprietary
software at Sony [ISQ5]. In their context, other
metrics such as the proportion of In-House
contributions, measure of accumulated effort to
improve code changes and the rate of author
self-verification contributed significantly to defect
proneness [ISQ5].
Defective conditional statements are often the
source of software errors. A study of the QT and
Openstack projects investigated which changes to
conditional statements are introduced by code
reviews [ISQ3]. They found that negations in
conditionals and implicit indexing in arrays are
often replaced with function calls, suggesting that
reviewers found that this change leads to more
readable code.
What we think: There is evidence that the effort in
modern code reviews is well invested as it helps to
detect defects. There is some evidence that the
length and speed of review discussions, reviewer
expertise and code review coverage are an
indicator of review effectiveness, i.e., the
probability to find defects. However, the particular
employed review process affects the explanatory
power of these variables. Finally, static code
analysis tools could be improved to detect
negations and certain array indexing patterns in
conditional statements. That would reduce the
reviewing effort as these issues could be detected
and fixed before the code is reviewed.
The impact of code reviews on code quality.
Studies were conducted to find the problems fixed
by code reviews. A study classified defects types in
468 review comments of four large open source
systems3 [ISQ6]. They concluded that 75% of the
defects identified during code review are
evolvability type defects [ISQ6]. They also found
that code review is useful in improving the internal
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software quality (through refactoring). Similarly, a
larger study [ISQ13] that looked at 1400 changes
taking place in reviewed code from two OSS also
found that 75% of changes are related to
evolvability and only 25% of changes are related to
functionality. In addition, they find that 78-90% of
the triggers for code changes are review
comments.
The
remaining
10–22%
are
“undocumented”. A study on three large open
source systems1 showed that reviewed commits
have significantly higher readability and lower
complexity. However, no conclusive evidence was
reported on coupling [ISQ1].
The comparison of cost required to produce
quality programs using code reviews and pair
programming showed that code reviews costs 28%
less compared to pair programming [ISQ14].
What we think: There are a good number of
studies that investigate what types of quality
problems are fixed by the code review process in
open source projects. A large percent of code
changes are related to maintenance and evolutions
issues and not functionality related issues.
Evidence shows that code reviews are effective in
identifying design problems and it also costs less
compared to pair programming.
The impact of code reviews on detection or fixes
of security issues.
A study [ISQ8] analyzed 267,046 code review
requests from 10 open source projects. The results
indicate that code review leads to the
identiﬁcation of different vulnerability types. The
study also indicates that the vulnerabilities
identified through the code review process are
generally fixed. Experienced developers also write
vulnerable code. However, less experienced
developers are more likely to write vulnerable
code. Employees of organizations sponsoring the
OSS project are more likely to have vulnerable
code changes [ISQ8].
The
experience
of
reviewers
regarding
vulnerability issues is an important factor in finding
security related problems, as a study on the
Chromium browser indicates [OG8].
Another large study [ISQ12] that looked into 3,126
projects in 143 languages, with 489,038 issues and
382,771 pull requests, also has similar findings.
The results indicate that code review coverage
reduces the number of security bugs in the
investigated projects.
A study looked into the language used in code
reviews to find if the linguistics characters could
explain developers missing a vulnerability [RC4].
The study found that code reviews with lower
inquisitiveness (fewer questions per sentence),
higher positive or negative sentiment, lower
cognitive load and higher assertions are more
likely to miss a vulnerability.
What we think: Although there are only four
studies looking at the impact of code reviews on
security issues, these studies are quite large and
can be considered as strong evidence. Security
critical projects should adopt code review to
identify vulnerabilities early. The projects should
create or adapt secure coding guidelines and code
review policies. All code changes, in particular, the
changes from less experienced and sponsored
employees should be reviewed thoroughly.
Creating a dedicated security review team with
members that have most knowledge about secure
coding can help to understand the security
implications.

The impact of code reviews on software design.
A study [ISQ4] investigated how code review
practices impact design quality in large open
source projects2. They found that code review
practices can help to reduce the incidence of
anti-patterns in software systems [ISQ4].
A high code review coverage (the proportion of
reviewed code of the total code) can reduce the
occurrence of design anti-patterns such as Blob,
Data class, Data clumps, Feature envy and Code
Duplication in a software system. The lack of
participation (length and speed of discussions)
during code reviews has a negative impact on the
occurrence of Tradition Breaker, Code duplication,
Data class, Feature Envy, God Class and
Schizophrenic class.
Similarly, a study [ISQ11] specifically looked for the
occurrences of review comments related to five
code smells (Data Clumps, Duplicate Code, Feature
Envy , Large Class and Long Parameter List) in
openstack and wikimedia. They conclude that the
code review process did identify the five code
smells.
What we think: Overall there is some evidence that
shows that good review coverage and participation
are effective in identifying design problems.
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